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Concern grows over missing SR attorney
Car, cellphone of man who
vanished 3 days ago found
on bluff south of Jenner
By PAUL PAYNE
AND RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Steve Mitchell drove away from
his Bennett Valley home on Saturday morning, saying that he needed
to run some errands.

He never returned.
Three days later, the disappearance of the prominent Santa Rosa attorney remained a mystery, one that
has left his colleagues and friends
stunned and concerned.
“It’s a complete shock,” said Pat
Emery, a Santa Rosa attorney and
personal friend who has known
Mitchell more than 25 years. “It’s out
of the blue. As far as I could see, his
life was happy and productive in all
aspects.”
California State Parks rangers

Concern over Mitchell’s whereabouts mounted Tuesday as news
of his disappearance spread rapidly
through the legal community.
“He’s one of the foremost lawyers
in Sonoma County. We hope for the
best,” said Judge Rene Chouteau,
who described Mitchell as “an excellent attorney and a wonderful human being.”
Steven C. Mitchell, 56, is tenacious in both the courtroom and on

discovered Mitchell’s 2005 Acura on
Sunday morning, parked above a
beach on a coastal bluff south of Jenner. A cellphone and clothing were
retrieved from the area, but investigators could find no other clues, according to the Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office.
A ground and air search was conducted Sunday along the coast but
scaled back Monday to a single deputy. The coastal search was suspended Tuesday morning, pending new
information.
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OLD COURTHOUSE SQUARE » Fences go up, biologists conduct survey
of birds, bats in preparation for removing trees and reconnecting plaza

Project moves closer

Judge: Company must
assist FBI probe of
San Bernardino shooter
By TAMI ABDOLLAH
AND ERIC TUCKER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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NEW FENCING: Colleen Ferguson of the city of Santa Rosa on Tuesday hangs signs assuring patrons that businesses on Old Courthouse Square remain open as work
begins on the on the reunification of the square’s two sides. Helping Ferguson are co-workers Carlene Okiyama, middle, and Julia Gonzalez.
By KEVIN McCALLUM

CHECKING
FOR NESTS:
Greg Tatarian of
Wildlife Research
Associates uses
a lift Tuesday to
look for nesting
birds and bats in
redwood trees
slated for removal
in Old Courthouse
Square in Santa
Rosa.
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A

large chain-link fence went up around Santa
Rosa’s Old Courthouse Square on Tuesday
morning, allowing biologists to conduct a survey of birds and bats in preparation for the imminent
removal of 20 trees.
The work caught many people by surprise and
served as the strongest signal to date that the city is
serious about moving forward on the long-delayed
and recently fast-tracked $10 million reunification plan.
“I’m upset because they didn’t tell me anything,”
said Ralph Morgenbesser, owner of Ralph’s Court-

Sonoma County’s housing market got off
to a familiar start in 2016, with a paltry volume of inventory, relatively few sales and a
rising median price that last month reached
the highest level in nine years.
The county’s median sales price for a
single-family home hit $555,000 in January,
according to The Press Democrat’s monthly
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County median home price at 9-year high
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By ROBERT DIGITALE

WASHINGTON — A U.S. magistrate ordered Apple on Tuesday to help the Obama administration hack into an encrypted
iPhone belonging to one of the
shooters in the December attack
in San Bernardino, in a first-ofits-kind ruling that pits digital
privacy against national security interests.
The ruling by Magistrate
Judge Sheri Pym, a former federal prosecutor, requires Apple
to supply highly specialized software the FBI can load onto Syed
Farook’s work iPhone to bypass
a self-destruct feature, which
erases the phone’s data after too
many unsuccessful attempts to
unlock it. The FBI wants to be
able to try different combinations in rapid sequence until it
finds the right one.
The decision gives the Justice
Department a significant victory in an entrenched technology
policy battle, as more-powerful
encryption services threaten
the ability of federal agents to
uncover important evidence in

housing report, compiled by Pacific Union
International Senior Vice President Rick
Laws.
The median price climbed nearly 16 percent from a year earlier and is the highest
for any month since March 2007, when it
was $560,000.
The market so far looks a lot like 2015,
said Tom Kemper, manager of the Coldwell
Banker office on Bicentennial Avenue in
Santa Rosa. What’s still lacking is inventory.

“There’s still more people that want to
buy than there are houses to buy,” he said.
Buyers last month purchased 255 singlefamily homes. Home sales increased 12 percent from a year ago, but the total still represented the second-slowest January in eight
years.
Craig Curreri, a broker associate with
Pacific Union in Santa Rosa, said homes
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Everything you need to know about dental implants
Not only does losing a tooth affect your smile, it also changes
the shape of your face causing you to look prematurely aged.

Thursday, February 25 • 6:00pm - 8:00pm
FOUNTAINGROVE DENTISTRY
2305 Mendocino Ave., Ste. A, Santa Rosa CA 95401
Refreshments will be served - Discount coupons
for seminar attendees • Se habla español

Space is limited - RSVP by Mon., February 22

707-525-1500

visit us at:
fountaingrovedentistry.com

